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Human well being

Institutional dev., innovation, and governance

Wealth creation

Economic dynamics and capital markets

Innovation and technology

Eco-efficiency and critical resource management
Wealth creation

Productive Investment

Trade

Entrepreneurial environment

FDI

SME policies and linkages

Productivity and competitiveness
Innovation and technology

R&D environment

Innovation and intellectual property legislation

Technology transfer and development

Information and telecommunications

Risk capital
Environmental balance
Energy efficiency of growth
Management of critical resources
Firm and sector eco-efficiency
Green, blue, grey, and brown agendas
Economic dynamics and capital markets

Country identity and vision

Macroeconomic stability

Consistency and alignment of economic policies

Capital markets development

Non-banking financial system
Strength of institutional framework

Institutional and legal innovation and flexibility

Robustness of social contract

Effective governance

Corruption and waste of resources
Human development
- health,
- security,
- knowledge,
- choice

Happiness and social cohesion

Adaptive efficiency
There are many new forms of measuring each of the factors of sustainability. They all have implications for corporations. They open all sorts of new research opportunities. International indices available in most of the relevant fields and lots of innovation taking place.
Organized civil society

Productive sector

State and government